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Abstract

CzEng 1.0 is an updated release of our Czech-English parallel corpus, freely available for non-commercial research or educational purposes. In this release, we approximately doubled the corpus size, reaching 15 million sentence pairs (about 200 million tokens per language). More importantly, we carefully filtered the data to reduce the amount of non-matching sentence pairs.

CzEng 1.0 is automatically aligned at the level of sentences as well as words. We provide not only the plain text representation, but also automatic morphological tags, surface syntactic as well as deep syntactic dependency parse trees and automatic co-reference links in both English and Czech.

This paper describes key properties of the released resource including the distribution of text domains, the corpus data formats, and a toolkit to handle the provided rich annotation. We also summarize the procedure of the rich annotation (incl. co-reference resolution) and of the automatic filtering. Finally, we provide some suggestions on exploiting such an automatically annotated sentence-parallel corpus.
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1. Introduction

We present the new release of a Czech-English parallel corpus with rich automatic annotation, CzEng 1.0.1

CzEng 1.0 is a replacement for CzEng 0.9 (Bojar et al., 2010) which was successfully used in various NLP experiments including the machine translation evaluation campaigns of 2010 and 2011 (Callison-Burch et al., 2010; Callison-Burch et al., 2011).2 Both the old and the new release are freely available for research purposes; restricted versions of CzEng 0.9 have also their commercial applications. With 8 million parallel sentences, CzEng 0.9 moved Czech out of the “low resource” rank of languages. While we did not primarily focus on increasing the overall size of the corpus, CzEng 1.0 nevertheless doubled the size of parallel Czech-English data available for research. More details are available in Section 2.

In CzEng 1.0, our main aim was to improve the quality of the resource. We focused on:

• User access to the rich annotation (Section 3.),
• Improved rich annotation, including automatic co-reference (Section 4.),
• Filtering of the sentence pairs to increase the precision of the corpus (Section 5.).

We believe this large and richly annotated resource will be of interest not only to the machine translation community but also to many other NLP researchers. Our first examples utilizing the parallelism (aside from the obvious applications in machine translation) are given in Section 6.

1http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/czeng/

2. Core CzEng 1.0 Properties

This section is devoted to basic statistics of the released resource, data sectioning and file formats.

2.1. CzEng 1.0 Data Sizes

Table 1 lists the total number of parallel sentences and Czech and English surface tokens per source. Please note that the number of tokens includes punctuation marks and other symbols.

In Table 1, we also list the number of nodes in the deep syntactic layer of representation (see Section 4.), which roughly correspond to content words in the sentences. While we did not primarily focus on increasing the overall size of the corpus, CzEng 1.0 nevertheless doubled the size of parallel Czech-English data available for research. More details are available in Section 2.

In CzEng 1.0, our main aim was to improve the quality of the resource. We focused on:

• User access to the rich annotation (Section 3.),
• Improved rich annotation, including automatic co-reference (Section 4.),
• Filtering of the sentence pairs to increase the precision of the corpus (Section 5.).

We believe this large and richly annotated resource will be of interest not only to the machine translation community but also to many other NLP researchers. Our first examples utilizing the parallelism (aside from the obvious applications in machine translation) are given in Section 6.

1http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/czeng/

2.2. CzEng 1.0 Data Structure

CzEng 1.0 is shuffled at the level of “blocks”, sequences of not more than 15 consecutive sentences from one source. The original documents thus cannot be reconstructed but some information about cross-sentence phenomena is preserved. Specifically, CzEng includes Czech and English grammatical and textual co-reference links that do span sentence boundaries (see Section 4.2.).

Each “block” comes from one of the text domains (EU Legislation, etc., see Table 1) and the domain is indicated in the sentence ID.

Individual text “blocks”, shuffled, are combined to numbered files; each file holds about 200 sentence pairs.
The files are further organized into 100 similarly-sized sections, the last two of which are designated for development and testing purposes: 00train, ..., 97train, 98dtest, 99etest. Users of CzEng 1.0 are kindly asked to avoid training on these last 2% of the data.

2.3. CzEng 1.0 File Formats
CzEng 1.0 is available in three data formats: rich Treex XML format, "export format", and parallel plain text.

2.3.1. Treex Format
The primary data format of CzEng 1.0 is the Treex XML, a successor to the TectoMT TMT format used in CzEng 0.9. Treex XML can be processed using the Treex platform or manually browsed in the TrEd tree editor, see Section 3. for details. Users are encouraged to use the Treex toolkit and access the data programmatically using Treex API rather than directly parsing the XML.

2.3.2. Export Format
To facilitate the access to most of the automatic rich annotation of CzEng 1.0 without any XML hassle, we provide the data also in a simple "factored" line-oriented export format. Note that e.g. named entities or co-reference links are not available in the export format at all.

An example and the meaning of all the tab-delimited columns of the export format is given in Table 5 at the end of the paper.

2.3.3. Plaintext Format
The plaintext format is very simple, consisting of just four tab-delimited columns: sentence pair ID, filter score, Czech sentence, and English sentence.

The plain text preserves the original tokenization (i.e. no tokenization) of the source data.

2.4. Brief Summary of the Automatic Annotation
The processing pipeline of CzEng 1.0 was in essence very similar to the the pipeline used in CzEng 0.9, although we replaced some of the tools with their updated versions.

1. The original texts were segmented into sentences using TrTok, see Section 6.1. (preserving the original tokenization).

2. Sentence alignment was obtained using Hunalign (Varga et al., 2005), where we tokenized, lowercased and chopped each token to at most 4 characters to reduce the sparseness of esp. Czech vocabulary. Hunalign was run on each document pair separately and without any shared translation dictionary.

3. All sentences were morphologically tagged and lemmatized with the tools available in the Treex platform (the Morce tagger (Spoustová et al., 2007) and a rule-based lemmatizer for English).

4. We applied GIZA++\(^3\) (Och and Ney, 2000) to obtain alignment between surface tokens. To reduce the data sparseness, GIZA++ was run on Czech and English lemmas, not fully inflected word forms. We aligned all the data in one large process, which needed about 2 days of CPU time to finish. As common in statistical machine translation, GIZA++ was applied in both translation directions and the two unidirectional alignments were symmetrized. We provide outputs of several symmetrization techniques.

5. The word alignment was loaded into the Treex format and all subsequent steps of analysis were carried out within the Treex framework. MST parser (McDonald et al., 2005) was used for surface syntax dependency parsing.

2.4.1. A Note on Node Alignment
Besides the word alignment, CzEng 1.0 is provided with automatic alignment on the tectogrammatical layer as well. Unlike in CzEng 0.9, where the tectogrammatical alignment was created by the trainable TAlign tool (Mareček, 2009), the alignment links in CzEng 1.0 are simply projected from GIZA++ intersection word alignment to the corresponding tectogrammatical trees. The number of links produced by this simple projection is higher, which causes higher recall but lower precision.

3. Treex Framework for CzEng 1.0
As mentioned above, all the automatic annotation of CzEng 1.0 was carried out using the Treex multi-purpose NLP framework (Popel and Žabokrtský, 2010).\(^4\) The core modules of the framework are freely available and can be in-

\(^3\)http://http://code.google.com/p/giza-pp/
\(^4\)http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/treex
# Convert treex.gz to CoNLL format
```bash
treex Write::CoNLLX language=en to=f00001en.conll \
   -- data.treex-format/00train/f00001.treex.gz
```

# See the most frequent translations
```bash
treex -Lcs Util::Eval tnode="my ($en)=$tnode->get_aligned_nodes_of_type("int");\n    say $tnode->t_lemma . "\t" . $en->t_lemma if $en' \n   -- data.treex-format/00train/f0000?.treex.gz \n   | sort | uniq -c | sort -rn | head -n 20
```

# prints:
```plaintext
# 593 a and
# 291 #PersPron #PersPron
# 222 b´yt be
```

# Open a file in the TrEd editor (via a wrapper to support Treex file format)
```bash
ttred data.treex-format/00train/f00001.treex.gz
```

Figure 1: Examples of using the Treex command-line interface.

stalled from CPAN.⁵ There are a number of NLP tools integrated in Treex, such as morphological taggers, lemmatizers, named entity recognizers, dependency parsers, constituency parsers, and various kinds of dictionaries.

For users of CzEng 1.0, the Treex platform offers a versatile API, a more appropriate way of accessing the Treex XML files than generic XML parsers can offer. Aside from custom export procedures, one can use ready-made writers available in Treex. Figure 1 shows how to convert the surface dependency trees to CoNLLX format or emit the most frequent pairs of tectogrammatical lemmas.

The Treex platform also provides a simple wrapper for TrEd,⁶ a tree editor which can read Treex XML using a designated plug-in module. TrEd offers the best option for manual inspection of CzEng data.

Figure 2 shows a sample sentence pair (English and Czech) annotated on both analytical (surface syntax, a-tree) and tectogrammatical (deep syntax, t-tree) layers. The morphological annotation is stored together with the analytical annotation.

### 4. Rich Annotation

CzEng 1.0 is automatically annotated in the same theoretical framework as the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) 2.0 (Hajič, 2004). Many small updates of various annotation steps have happened since CzEng 0.9. Here we focus on the two more complex ones at the deep syntactic layer (also called tectogrammatical or t-layer): formemes (Section 4.1.) and automatic co-reference (Section 4.2.).

#### 4.1. Formemes

In addition to the PDT 2.0 style attributes, each node at the t-layer is assigned a formeme (Ptáček and Žabokrtský, 2006; Žabokrtský et al., 2008) describing its morphosyntactic form, including e.g. prepositions, subordinating conjunctions, or morphological case. The set of possible formemes contains values such as:

- **n:subj**—an English noun in subject position,
- **v:to+inf**—an English infinitive clause with the particle *to,*
- **adj:attr**—attributive adjectives in both languages, or
- **n:k+3**—a Czech noun in dative (third) case with the preposition *k.*

Figure 3 gives an example of other formemes in a sentence. The values are filled in using rule-based modules operating on both t-trees and the corresponding a-trees.

The formeme annotation had already been present in the previous versions of CzEng and had been successfully employed in structural MT (Žabokrtský et al., 2008) and Natural Language Generation (Ptáček and Žabokrtský, 2006) tasks. We use a version improved (mostly on the Czech side) to depict various linguistic phenomena more accurately and to maintain a greater consistency across the two languages (see Section 6.2. for a cross-lingual evaluation). Our modifications involve e.g. treating nominal usages of adjectives as nouns, distinguishing nominal and adjectival numerals, marking case in Czech adjectival complements of verbs, or allowing prepositions with most English verb forms, plus several fixes for erroneous marking of the previous versions.

#### 4.2. Co-Reference Links

In one of the last stages of automatic annotation, the co-reference resolution is performed on both language parts of the corpus. The range of co-reference types annotated in CzEng corresponds to the types present in PDT 2.0 and on the English side of PCEDT 2.0. Namely, it captures the so-called grammatical co-reference and pronominal textual co-reference.

---

⁵[http://search.cpan.org/search?query=treex](http://search.cpan.org/search?query=treex)

Figure 2: Visualization of one sentence pair in TrEd (Tree Editor). Czech a-tree, English a-tree, Czech t-tree, and English t-tree are presented (left to right). Other attributes which are not shown (e.g. grammatemes) can be inspected after clicking the nodes.

Figure 3: An example sentence with tectogrammatical lemmas and formemes

Grammatical co-reference comprises several subtypes of relations, which mainly differ in the nature of referring expressions (e.g. relative pronoun, reflexive pronoun). However, all of them have in common that they appear as a consequence of language-dependent grammatical rules. This fact allows us to resolve them with a relatively high success rate, using the rule-based system proposed by Nguy (2006). For instance, given a relative pronoun that introduces a relative clause, the parent of the clause head is marked as an antecedent of the pronoun.

On the other hand, the arguments of textual co-reference are not realized by grammatical means alone, but also via context (Mikulová et al., 2006), which makes the resolution far more difficult. To identify textual co-reference relations with a personal pronoun as the referring expression, we incorporated the perceptron ranking system of Nguy et al. (2009). On the Czech side, we employed the original feature set and trained the system on the PDT data. We used the English side of PCEDT to train the English system, for which we had to limit and modify several features to comply with a somewhat different annotation style.

Table 2 shows the values of pairwise precision, recall and F-score of co-reference resolution on the evaluation part of PDT and PCEDT for Czech and English, respectively. On Czech gold standard trees, the scores are close to those reported by Nguy et al. (2009). Since CzEng annotation is completely automatic, it is necessary to measure the success rate on automatically analyzed trees, so that we can reliably assess the quality of co-reference annotation in CzEng. Unfortunately, one can observe a substantial drop for automatic trees. The reason is twofold.

First, Czech is a pro-drop language, thus the pronouns must be reconstructed on the tectogrammatical layer. Nonetheless, the number of personal pronouns reconstructed incor-
Table 2: Results of the co-reference resolution evaluation. The precision, recall and F-score were measured on both languages using the features coming either from the gold standard or the automatic annotation. In the last three columns, the features were automatic except for the manual gender and number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Gold Standard Features</th>
<th>Automatic Features</th>
<th>Oracle Gender and Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>77.06</td>
<td>77.58</td>
<td>77.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>45.52</td>
<td>58.69</td>
<td>51.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

rectly or not at all accounts for 25% of all pronouns elided on the surface layer (and 15% of all personal pronouns). Second, gender and number of some pronouns cannot be disambiguated without the knowledge of co-reference links. At the same time, gender and number information is one of the most valuable features in our co-reference resolver. While all attributes are disambiguated in manually annotated trees, they are left ambiguous in automatically analyzed data, which certainly decreases the quality of co-reference resolution. This claim is confirmed by our oracle experiment: when we replaced the automatic gender and number with the manually assigned values, the F-score improved by almost 10% absolute (see the last three columns of Table 2).

As regards the co-reference resolution in English, the difference between its quality using manual and automatic trees is not as dramatic as in Czech. This further confirms the above-mentioned reasons for the success rate drop in Czech since both of the issues (pro-drop recovery and gender and number disambiguation) are marginal in English.

We would like to emphasize that the presented experiments on co-reference resolution are to our knowledge the first for Czech using no gold standard features and one of a few for English employing the deep syntactic layer.

5. Filtering Sentence Pairs

The amount of data included in CzEng along with the varying reliability of its sources (such as volunteer-submitted movie subtitles) demand an automatic method for recognizing and filtering out bad sentence pairs.

Simple filters have been used in previous editions of CzEng. Details about their evaluation and suggestions for improvements can be found in Bojar et al. (2010). We extend the previous work by adding several new filters and introducing a robust method for their combination.

Filtering features for CzEng 1.0 exploit all layers of automatic annotation and include:

- indication of Czech and English sentences’ identity,
- lengths of sentences and the words contained in them,
- no Czech (English) word on the Czech (English) side,
- various checks for remains of meta-information, such as HTML tags or file paths,
- use of a translation dictionary to determine the coverage of English words by the Czech side,
- score of symmetrized automatic word alignment obtained by GIZA++,

Wherever possible, we try to model the feature as a ratio or score and empirically find interval bounds for its quantization.

The features are combined to form a single score using a classifier trained to distinguish between correct and wrong sentence pairs. We evaluated the performance of decision trees, naive Bayes classifier, and maximum entropy classifier. We found the maximum entropy classifier to be best suited for this setting. Figure 4 shows the trade-off between precision and recall for all threshold settings. Note that the random baseline stays at roughly 13% regardless of the threshold—our evaluation data consists of 1000 manually annotated sentence pairs, out of which 124 were marked as wrong.

5.1. Precision-Size Trade-off for CzEng Users

Since our filter combination is still not reliable, we include all sentences that pass the threshold of 0.3 in CzEng 1.0, favoring precision of the filtration over recall. We also provide the score assigned by our filters to each sentence pair so that users can create a cleaner, more strictly filtered subset of CzEng 1.0.

Moreover, 2330 input documents containing 60% or more sentences with scores below the threshold were discarded entirely.
5.2. Evaluation of Data Quality

The distribution of filter scores in sentence pairs as shown in Figure 5 suggests that most of the corpus is clean, containing correct sentence pairs.

We also evaluated the quality of CzEng 1.0 extrinsically by conducting a small machine translation experiment. We trained contrastive phrase-based Moses SMT systems (Koehn et al., 2007)—the first one on 1 million sentence pairs from CzEng 0.9, the other on the same amount of data from CzEng 1.0. Another contrastive pair of MT systems was based on small in-domain data only: 100k sentences from the news sections of CzEng 0.9 and 1.0, respectively. For each setting, we extracted the random sentence pairs 5 times to avoid drawing conclusions from possibly biased data selection.

For tuning and evaluation, test sentences from WMT 2010 and 2011 were used, respectively. These sets are from the news domain. We used the News Crawl Corpus 2011 data to train the language model.

We measure the translation quality using the standard SMT metric BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). Table 3 shows the mean BLEU score and standard deviation for each data set. In the setting with 1 million random sentence pairs, using data from CzEng 1.0 is noticeably beneficial for MT quality—the absolute BLEU gain is roughly 0.4 points. This improvement stems from the overall quality of the data, the distribution of domains in CzEng 1.0 is also likely to play a certain role.

On the other hand, using only the news data reverses the situation—CzEng 1.0 data lead to a system with slightly worse performance. We verified our results using Welch two-sample t-test and found that in both cases the difference is statistically significant on 99% confidence level.

An explanation is suggested by the last two columns. The filtering has probably caused a loss in vocabulary size (distinct token types) for both English and Czech in the news domain but not across domains.

6. The Joy of Parallelism

Here we mention several steps in CzEng automatic annotation that make use of the parallel data for improved output quality.

6.1. Tokenizer

CzEng 1.0 uses TrTok, a fast re-implementation of the trainable tokenizer (Klyueva and Bojar, 2008) for sentence segmentation. Its main advantage is the fact that different data sources may need different segmentation patterns (e.g. legislation texts need segment breaks after commas) and TrTok can be guided to follow the patterns by providing enough sample data in the desired form.

By examining segments that were aligned to 1-2 and 2-1 clusters, we often find them to be a consequence of a mismatch in segmentation rules for Czech and English. Such snippets of parallel data can thus directly serve as additional training data for TrTok.

6.2. Formemes

Table 4 compares the mutual information (MI) of Czech and English formemes of t-tree nodes aligned one-to-one for the baseline set of formemes and the improved set of formemes measured on the Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank 2.0 (PCEDT 2.0, (Bojar et al., 2012)). The higher the MI, the easier the transfer phase in structural machine translation (Zabokrtský et al., 2008) is expected. We measure the MI in two setups—we either utilize the manual trees provided in PCEDT 2.0 directly, or take just the sentences from PCEDT 2.0 and apply to them the automatic annotation pipeline which we use for the whole CzEng 1.0 corpus.

Our initial measurements showed a slight MI drop on the automatic trees, which led us to the discovery of several bugs in both formeme detection rules and conversion of a-trees to t-trees (e.g. problems with infinitive and passive verb forms detection or coordinated modal verbs).

---

7 We leave aside the joy of parallel *processing* of the data, very useful i.a. in debugging on large datasets.
8 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pcedt2.0
9 The used t-trees were manual for both languages; however, only automatic a-trees are available on the Czech part in the PCEDT 2.0.
The corrected analysis pipeline and formeme detection show an MI increase for both manual and automatic trees (see Table 4), which indicates that the new set of formemes is likely to improve the MT transfer phase. Again, we used here the parallel view to fine-tune a monolingual processing step.

6.3. Co-Reference—Future Work
The automatic co-reference annotation for one of the languages in the parallel corpus could be improved if we employed the information from the other language side. English is considered to be lacking grammatical gender (except for pronouns) and the majority of nouns in English are referred to by a pronoun in neuter gender. On the other hand, Czech distinguishes between four grammatical genders whose distribution among nouns is rather balanced and, moreover, personal pronouns usually agree in gender with a noun they co-refer with. Thus, we suggest to incorporate the results of Czech co-reference resolution into the English resolver, which might limit the number of antecedent candidates that are in consideration. Conversely, Czech is a pro-drop language, which allows us to utilize the English side to potentially project some of the pronouns that are elided in Czech.

7. Conclusion
We presented CzEng 1.0, the new release of a large Czech-English parallel corpus with rich automatic annotation. The corpus is freely available for non-commercial research and educational purposes at our web site:

http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/czeng

CzEng 1.0 can serve as large training data for linguistically uninformed systems, e.g. to machine translation, but it can also be directly used in experimenting with cutting-edge NLP tasks such as co-reference resolution validated across languages. We have also provided two examples of exploiting the parallelism of the data to improve monolingual processing: sentence segmentation and formeme definition.
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Table 5: An example and explanation of the “export format” of CzEng 1.0. Each row in the table corresponds to one tab-delimited column of the line-oriented text files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Col.</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>subtitles-b2-00ram-f00001-s8</td>
<td>ID specifying the domain, block number, train/dev/test section, file number and sentence within the file. Filter score indicating the quality of the sentence pair. The score of 1 is perfect pair, pairs below 0.3 are removed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2    | 0.99261036 | Czech a-layer (surface-syntactic tree) in factored form: word-form|lemma|morphological-tag|index-in-sentence|index-of-governor|syntactic-function. CZ
|      |         | Czech t-layer (tectogrammatical tree): t-lemma|functor|index-in-tree|index-of-governor|node-type|semantic-part-of-speech|... and many detailed t-layer attributes. |
| 3    | zachraňit|Correspondence between English a-layer and t-layer for auxiliary words. Indexed from 0. Correspondence between Czech a-layer and t-layer for content words. Indexed from 0. | |  |
| 4    | krk|Correspondence between Czech a-layer and t-layer for auxiliary words. Indexed from 0. Correspondence between English a-layer and t-layer for content words. Indexed from 0. | |  |
| 5    | 0.01-1 2 3 3 4 4 4 | Cross-Linguage Alignments Between Surface Czech and English | Always indexed from 0, Czech-English. | English a-layer (surface-syntactic tree) in factored form: word-form|lemma|index-in-sentence|index-of-governor|syntactic-function. CZ |
| 6    | He|Correspondence between English a-layer and t-layer for content words. Indexed from 0. Correspondence between Czech a-layer and t-layer for auxiliary words. Indexed from 0. | |  |
| 7    | 0.1-1 2 3 3 4 5 5 6 | Cross-Linguage Alignments Between T-Layer Czech and English | Always indexed from 0, Czech-English. | English a-layer (surface-syntactic tree) in factored form: word-form|lemma|index-in-sentence|index-of-governor|syntactic-function. CZ |
| 8    | 0.0-0 1 2 3 3 4 5 5 6 | T-alignment "there" for cs2en. | |  |
| 9    | 0.0-0 1 2 3 3 4 5 5 6 | T-alignment "back" for cs2en. | |  |
| 10   | 0-4-4 | Additional rule-based t-alignment linking esp. generated nodes like | |  |

Cross-Language Alignments Between Surface Czech and English
Always indexed from 0, Czech-English

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Col.</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.1-1 2 3 3 4 5 5 6</td>
<td>GIZA++ alignments &quot;there&quot; for cs2en.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0-0 1 2 3 3 4 5 5 6</td>
<td>GIZA++ alignments &quot;back&quot; for cs2en.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.0-0 1 2 3 3 4 5 5 6</td>
<td>GIZA++ alignments symmetrized using grow-diag-final-and for cs2en.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.0-0 1 2 3 3 4 5 5 6</td>
<td>GIZA++ alignments symmetrized using grow-diag-final-and for en2cs (not the inverse of column 13).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cross-Language Alignments Between T-Layer Czech and English
Always indexed from 0, Czech-English

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Col.</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.1-1 2 3 3 4 4 4</td>
<td>T-alignment &quot;there&quot; for cs2en.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.0-0 1 2 3 3 4 4 4</td>
<td>T-alignment &quot;back&quot; for cs2en.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.0-0 1 2 3 3 4 4 4</td>
<td>Additional rule-based t-alignment linking esp. generated nodes like</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: An example and explanation of the “export format” of CzEng 1.0. Each row in the table corresponds to one tab-delimited column of the line-oriented text files.